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Web developers have been enviously glancing over at
native app developers and admiring all the shiny extra
toys they have – the sometimes connected app, instant
app start, app store for discoverability, notifications, etc.
(of course, web developers do not forget the unique
advantages they have – a ubiquitous platform, use of
URLs for deep linking, avoiding version hell, etc.).
With the arrival of Progressive Web Applications
(PWA), now web developers have the best of both
worlds. PWA makes it easy to build web apps that run
in modern browsers and behave like native apps.

A PWA is a web app that uses three key technologies –
the manifest, service workers and optionally the app
shell. The best way to build PWAs is to use Angular 7 &
its Service-Worker package. The project source tree can
be created as normal using Angular 7.2 CLI and then
run this to add PWA support: ng add @angular/pwa
The aim of this course to to bring Angular 7.2
developers up to speed with how a PWA works, to
review the underlying spec and then to dive deeply into
how to implement a powerful PWA using Angular’s
Service-Worker package.
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